
Teaching Content/Teaching Plan



Teaching Content

The Teaching Content in CAMU helps to capture the syllabus of each course. Teaching content can 
be added into CAMU individually and also by bulk upload. 

- option to upload the teaching content in bulk

- option to add the chapters one after another                    

In Teaching Plan screen, choose the preferred department, it will list out the courses in the 
department. 

- Clicking on this button publish the loaded teaching contents to the students 
portal.





Provide the highlighted information and click on Save to create the new chapter.
- to save the new Chapter 

- to save and create a new sub chapter  



The teaching content of course ‘Computer Programming for CS’ is below:



Teaching Plan

The Teaching Plan will assign the chapters/sub-chapters created in Teaching Content to the 
corresponding time tables defined. 

For instance, choose the course name as ’Computer Programming for CS’ in Teaching Plan as like 
below and click on 

:



The screen have the key options as ‘Assigned’, ‘Unassigned’, Show All’ and ‘Plan for me’. 



The courses can be assigned in two ways. 

Select the sub-chapters from the drop down box:



Once the sub-chapters are selected, click on the period duration from the period list as like 
below:



After the period is selected, click on the                               to assign the teaching content. Once assigned, 
the period 

Information will be displayed as below: 



- Option to un-assign the selected sub-chapter for the duration

- Plan for me option will assign the chapters automatically to all subsequent periods.   



Assignment Allocation and Grading

Student’s assignments can be given using the Assignment module in CAMU portal. To access the 
Assignment module, navigate to Assignment  Assignment Tracker

The Assignment module home screen will display as below:



The key options in assignment page as follows:

- Option to change the class before assigning the assignments 

- To create Adhoc assignments subject wise 

- List out the assignments based on the Chapters/Sub-Chapters and created in 
Adhoc assignments. 

- Display all the assignments given till date 

- Display all the upcoming assignments in future dates

- Display the assignments due on current day

To create the Adhoc assignment, enter the assignment details as below:





Once the details are entered, click on                        button

Once clicked on
assignment submission like below:

system will prompt the Staff/Faculty to choose the Due date for the



Verifying and Rating of Adhoc Assignments

Once the assignments/home works were saved and assigned, the same can be verified, approved 
and rating will be given by the staff for the student’s progress. To enter the ratings, click on                  

button will list the student name and status as follows:



Thank You.


